
MESSAGE FROM THE PROVOST
Chúc mừng Năm Mới! Happy Lunar New Year! 

 

As we begin the Year of the Tiger, many countries have commenced

reopening their borders in this new phase of "learning to live with

COVID-19," reigniting people-to-people cross-border engagement. 

 

In this edition, I am excited to share that WSU and UEH

University's International School of Business (UEH-

ISB) have formalised new programs for delivery at our Vietnam

campus from 2022 through a virtual agreement signing ceremony

held in December 2021. New disciplines offering programs include

health science, construction technology, and a new dual PhD. We

are also exploring a new PhD research scholarships funding

scheme, ‘Project 89’, on offer from the Vietnam Ministry of Education

and Training.

Professor Yi-Chen Lan

Pro Vice-Chancellor, Global

Development and 

Provost, Vietnam Campus

As our Vietnam campus operation grows each year, current teaching facilities have exceeded capacity,

and additional space is needed to cope with increasing student numbers. With sincere thanks to our

partner, UEH University, a floor of 1200 square metres in their new teaching building in Ho Chi Minh City

has been dedicated to students studying in UEH-ISB and WSU programs. Inspired by our Parramatta City

campus, the new learning studios, open study and social spaces provide our Vietnamese students access

to high-quality facilities and services to promote a similar atmosphere and experience to their Australian

based peers.              

 

Enjoy reading!

 

 

 



MEET OUR ACADEMICS
Mr Kinwah Lo
Lecturer
 

Kinwah is Vietnam campus' Economics lecturer and joined us in 2020.

He holds a Bachelor’s and Master’s degree in Economics and an

additional Master’s degree in Public Policy from King’s College,

London. Prior to coming to Vietnam, Kinwah worked for the UK

Government policy-making, project and performance management for

many years where he saw national and local public policies being

influenced by economics; a subject he is truly passionate about and wishes to share his experiences with

students.

"It's been really enjoyable to work with amazing, smart, and motivated students that enrol into WSU Vietnam

programs and to see them learn knowledge and skills that will be invaluable to them in their lives. Their

growth is due to the success of the entire school team, from lecturers to admin to managers and directors, in

creating an environment of active learning. I am delighted to be part of ISB and hope we can continue doing

our best for our students!"

Kinwah Lo, Lecturer, WSU Vietnam campus

 
Ms Anna Loseva 
Lecturer
 

Anna Loseva is one of our enthusiastic lecturers who joined the Vietnam

campus team in 2019. With many years of teaching experience, she

understands the students’ needs and interests. As a passionate

Academic English teacher, Anna is constantly delivering fun and

engaging lessons that are relevant to both student professional and

personal development.

"It has been a special opportunity to work with amazing, smart, motivated students who enrol in WSU

Vietnam programs and see them grow and shine even brighter! One of the important reasons that allow for

such growth is the dedication of the entire school team to create an environment of active learning. I am

happy to be part of this team working to provide the best experience for our students!"

Anna Loseva, Lecturer, WSU Vietnam campus

 

 

 

 

 



PROFILING OUR STUDENTS

Why did you choose to study at WSU Vietnam? 

 

WSU Vietnam is an international academic institution that

provides global learning experience in the comfort of my home

country with acclaimed teaching quality. 

 

Why did you choose the Career Orientation project? 

 

I once struggled with orienting myself on the labor market; hence,

I want to make a difference to those who are struggling like I did and this project was a perfect opportunity

to achieve that 

 

How did the project help you with your professional development? 

 

The project gave me the opportunity to work in a professional and global environment for the first time. I

got to learn how to build up a communication plan, execute a communication process towards students

and organise workshops. Such experience is valuable to me on my journey in Marketing. 

 

What are your aspirations after Uni? 

 

After Uni, I hope I can accumulate a decent amount of experience in the field of branding so that I can

help and inspire students who are considering marketing as their major.

Why did you choose to study at WSU Vietnam? 

 

I wanted to participate in an international yet dynamic studying

environment and WSU Vietnam was the perfect match for me to

fulfill such demand. Besides, I believe without studying in WSU

Vietnam, I wouldn’t have had the chance to meet my dearest group

of friends I have today. 

 

Why did you choose the Career Orientation project? 

 

For me, Career Orientation is an exclusive place to express my skills and discover those uninhibited

aspects that I have not yet to prevail. I have also gained strong connections with the dedicated members

of Career Orientation. Completing the Career Orientation project will always be a highlight for me. 

 

An Tran
Stage 2 Student - Bachelor of Business (Marketing)

Uyen Nhi Dang
Stage 2 student - Bachelor of Business (International Business)



How did the project help you with your professional development? 

 

As a core team member of Career Orientation, I was able to dig deeper into the field of Marketing, which

is the profession I am most interested in. Further, it has provided me with a substantial background while

working in a practical professional environment. 

 

What are your aspirations after Uni? 

 

I’d love to pursue and concentrate on what I put my interest in and take care of myself more in order to be

a better version of myself, physically and financially.

HIGHLIGHT OF THE QUARTER
 

Virtual Signing Ceremony

In December 2021, WSU and UEH-ISB officially signed a Training Cooperation Contract covering different

areas in order to diversify fields and strengthen training processes based on international standards. WSU

and UEH University continuously reinforce their cooperative relationship and collaborate on delivering

new teaching programs for Bachelor, Postgraduate, and PhD. We aim to constantly provide opportunities

for our Vietnamese students that extend beyond the classroom, developing their soft skills within a rapidly

changing global environment. 

 

Newly signed agreements:

Bachelor of Health Science, School of Health Sciences

Bachelor of Business/Master of Business Administration, School of Business

Bachelor of Construction Technology, School of Engineering, Design and Built Environment

Dual PhD Program, Graduate Research School

 

 

 



From February 2022, our Vietnamese students commenced studying at UEH University's new building

located in the centre of Ho Chi Minh City, only a short distance from other campuses. The new building

provides students access to a multi-functional smart library, modern learning studios, meeting rooms and

entertainment areas including a rooftop garden and canteen.  

 

📍 279 Nguyen Tri Phuong, Ward 5, District 10, Ho Chi Minh City

IN CASE YOU MISSED IT

Marketing On Air (MOA) is a highly sought prestigious

national competition in Vietnam, attracting investment

and interest from some of the country’s largest

marketing organisations. Organised by the Marketing

Generation Club (MGC) of the National Economics

University (NEU), based in the capital city of Hanoi,

the MOA competition gathers top talent from across

Vietnam and engages them in an intensive hands-on

experiential marketing contest. 

 

After four successful seasons, the MOA contest has

established itself as a reputable event showcasing

high quality marketing talent, affirming its position as

one of the premier competitions encouraging innovative ideas in the field of marketing. 

OUR NEW CAMPUS

 

 

Vietnam campus students awarded championship in the 
Marketing On Air 2021 Competition



 

The 2021 MOA competition was a great success for WSU Vietnam, with students Huynh Phuc Cuong and

Vu Tra My receiving the championship award alongside their teammate Le Thuy Trang from NEU. These

three exceptional students received constant praise and mentions throughout the contest. 

 

We are extremely proud of our students and would like to congratulate them on their success.

Venture Makers is a collaboration between WSU's Launch Pad and the Vietnam campus. The program

provides opportunities for students to engage with career innovators and entrepreneurs, exposing them to

a range of techniques and tools with practical importance for their future careers.

Venture Makers Season 3 took place in October 2021; seven entrepreneurial student groups

participated. Of the seven groups, two groups were awarded prizes for their outstanding pitches on

Demo Day:

First place: MeVent - A platform where wedding vendors and couples can find their perfect

match. Within a few swipes to the left and to the right, the system can identify wedding

theme/style and match users with the right vendors. MeVent enables couples to have an

online video call with vendors to discuss and make arrangements. Couples can sit

comfortably in their home and have everything ready within a few clicks. 

Second place: ONDAWAY -  A project helping consumers reuse their bottles to protect the

environment and save costs. ONDAWAY's green trucks replenish products to prevent

wastefulness.

Congratulations to the two winning groups as well as the remaining five for their great ideas and hard

work! We are excited to see what future opportunities the Venture Makers entrepreneurship training

program will offer our Vietnam campus students.  

Venture Makers Season 3

 

Workshop “Career Planning & Finding a healthy balance”



Having a healthy work-life balance is fundamental for our

physical and mental health. The workshop "Career Planning

& Finding a healthy balance" followed the success of the

previous "Starter Pack For Your Career" series delivered by

Ms. Iman Abou-Mahmoud, Career Education Consultant,

WSU Australia. 

Iman helped students explore their values and interests, and

how to manage expectations and set boundaries while

studying. The workshop provided students with tips, tools and

resources to improve organisational and time management

skills as they start to plan their careers and find a healthy

balance.

One of the best parts about coming to WSU is getting to meet new people and create new experiences.

Joining in the spirit of Welcome Week, our Vietnamese international students set up a stall at

our Parramatta South campus to welcome students back on campus for this semester! Vietnamese

snacks and goodies were given away to all visitors.

We hope to see more Vietnamese students coming to Australia this year. 

On 2 March 2022, we welcomed the Consul General of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam, His

Excellency, Dr Dang Thang Nguyen and Consul, Mrs Thanh Binh Bach to The Chancellery for a meet and

greet with our Vietnamese international students. 

 

It was a delightful opportunity for students to reconnect with their homeland, especially after a challenging

couple of years, with the Consul General emphasising the importance of sharing the Vietnamese culture

and encouraging them to make the most of their time in Australia. 

 

We look forward to further building on this strong bilateral relationship between Australia and Vietnam via

our Vietnam campus. Thank you again to the Consul General and his team for visiting WSU. The students

are extremely grateful and thoroughly enjoyed the experience to converse with you.

Welcome Week

 

Meet & Greet with the Consul General of Vietnam in Sydney



UPCOMING EVENTS

In line with the University’s values ‘Sustaining Success’,
our Vietnam campus is running a campaign to engage

Vietnamese students through the ‘Life at Western Sydney

Vietnam’ initiative. This campaign, also titled as 'Digital

Content Creativity Contest’, aims to empower students to

share their student story while developing their capabilities

in marketing and storytelling. The contest will focus on

their student experience and our four WSU values of

Boldness, Excellence, Integrity and Fairness.

 

 

To participate in the competition, students must prepare:

Writing submission: maximum 150 words in English

Video submission: maximum 2 minutes in English or in Vietnamese with English subtitles. 

Eight special prizes will be given to the best submissions of each value in each category marked by

Professor Yi-Chen Lan, Provost, Vietnam Campus and Dr Tim Hall, Deputy Provost, Vietnam Campus.  

 

We look forward to seeing students' 'stories of their life' at Vietnam campus.

Find out more...

 

 

 

The Core Value Contest : Digital Content Creativity Contest

https://www.facebook.com/lifeatwsu2022


Realising the high growth and demand of the data and

media market in Vietnam, WSU has signed an agreement

to establish a new offering at our WSU Vietnam: the

Bachelor of Communication and Bachelor of Applied Data

Science. 

 

Capitalising on the resources and expertise in the area, the

delivery of these two programs will start from Trimester 2,

2022. Our dedicated team in Vietnam has organised and

delivered workshops and information sessions discussing

opportunities and career prospects for students choosing

to pursue their interests in these areas. We are excited to

continue our efforts in supporting the development of both

academic and professional excellence through this agreement.

The 'Skills Employers Seek' workshop introduces

students to the various skills employers seek, both soft

and technical skills. Students will discover skills in

demand and learn ways to uncover specific skills sought

by professionals in occupations that resonate with them.

Self-reflection is supported and strategies are shared to

encourage students to actively work towards acquiring

and enhancing the variety of identified skills. Facilitator,

Iman Abou-Mahmoud, will help students explore the

relevance of up-skilling, training, engaging in professional

learning and sourcing various opportunities to develop

their skills and support personal and professional growth.

Skill sharing is addressed and the significance of demonstrating skills across career documents and

profiles is emphasised, teaching students to hone in on their skills and pave ways to enhance them. 

 

Date and time: Tuesday 5 April 2022 | 2:00 - 3:30pm

New Program - Bachelor of Communication

Workshop “Skills Employers Seek”



Vietnam Campus Provost, Professor Yi-Chen Lan, is excited to be hosting a one-day virtual event for

students enrolled in WSU programs in Ho Chi Minh City, to showcase the many opportunities that are on

offer onshore in Australia. Our dedicated staff from respective schools will be in attendance to offer

insights into life abroad and the WSU student experience in Sydney. We hope to provide our Vietnamese

students with a global study experience, consistent with our objective of nurturing global citizens.

Date and time: 19 April 2022 | 12:00 - 6:00pm

Stay tuned for an update in our next newsletter! 

Virtual Open Day

 

CONTACT US

Vietnam Provost Webpage

Vietnam Campus Webpage

mailto:Provost-Vietnam@westernsydney.edu.au
https://www.westernsydney.edu.au/provosts/provosts/vietnam
https://www.westernsydney.edu.au/future/our-campuses/vietnam-campus.html

